Women & Power
Thursday 8th March 2018

09.30-10.00am Registration/ Tea & Coffee

10.00-11.15am
Lindsey German – Sylvia Pankhurst.
Alana Jelinek – Some artists and novelists who inspire me (and who happen to be women).
Sharon Maxwell Magnus – Mrs Thatcher, Mrs Clinton and the politics of biscuits.
Julie Moore – Finding the ‘women like us’ in the First World War.

11.15-12.30pm
Natalie Walker – Elizabeth I: An image of Power.
Robyn Williams – Women of colour in recent history.

Buffet Lunch (12.30-1.30)

1.30-2.45pm
Grace Lees-Maffei – The power of dexterity: gendered hands.
Diana Kornbrot – Nobel Women: differences and similarities across domains.
Jana Filipsof – Holocaust Survivors.
Bharulata Kamble – Be bold. Be the change.

2.45-4.00pm
Helen Payne – Forget about power dressing: Let’s empower our postures and movement!
Michele Lloyd – Women, Power and Empowerment in the Context of Education.
Elaine Carozzi – Strategies for powerful women in the workplace - What's holding women back in the workplace? Strong economies are built by strong women.
Anne Murphy – Finding our voice … and using it.

4.00-4.30pm #PressForProgress Wind-up Session